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The Cosmic Implications of
Mind Control with Dr. Joseph
Farrell - September 6th
To Solari Readers
“Meaning is important, is even central. It is not only
that man is adapted to the universe. The universe is
adapted to man. Imagine a universe in which one or
another of the fundamental dimensionless constants
of physics is altered by a few percent one way or the
other? Man could never come into being in such a
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universe. That is the central point of the anthropic
principle. According to this principle, a life-giving
factor lies at the centre of the whole machinery and
design of the world.” ~ John A. Wheeler, Center for

We Are All Targeted
Individuals Now with Dr.

Theoretical Physics, University of Texas at Austin

Katherine Horton

By Catherine Austin Fitts
This week on The Solari Report, Dr. Joseph Farrell
joins me to discuss his new book Microcosm and
Medium: The Cosmological Implications and Agenda
of Mind Control.

An Afternoon in Sofia with
Thomas Meyer

It’s time for America is to break from its mind control
trance. Step one is to understand that mind control
technologies are real — and they are deeply
dangerous. Step two is to see the opportunity — the
creative potential that is possible when we break

Hero of the Week: August
23, 2018

free.
With Microcosm and Medium. Dr. Farrell has written
the best book I have read yet on the mind control
being used to manipulate you and me. More than
once, I had to put the book down to digest an entirely
new insight. I was amazed to realize how much there
was about this subject that I had not yet understood.
Looking back over the descent of American politics
and communities into madness, I gained new
perspectives on how it happened.
This book is invaluable to understand the world we
live in and why we can, as Joseph so often says,
“own the culture.” Indeed, I now understand what he
means and what to do. Joseph provides the kind of
intelligence that infuses personal power that no one
can take away from you.
In Let’s Go to the Movies, I will review the
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documentary Horse Boy. The partial healing of a
young autistic boy by a Mongolian healer who
manipulates his electromagnetic field has intriguing
insights into how our “minds” work. This is insight
that can help you free your mind as well.
The people in our governance structure that are
delivering autism to our children and inequality to our
economy are the very same that are delivering mind
control to us through our smart phones and media.
Their knowledge of physics and the deepest nature
of our intelligence is profound. However, we can gain
the same knowledge and, what they can “dumb
down,” we can “smarten up.”

See the blog post here.

"Scientists for Peace, Planetary Consciousness and
Ethics"
October 19-21, 2018
International Conference – The venue will be the Hall of Culture in Città della
Pieve, a little middle age town between Florence and Rome in the heart of Italy.
Today people need a new science that spreads ethics and involves all aspects of life
– from biology to cosmology, from physics to consciousness – so that applied
sciences like engineering and medicine will be expressions of harmonious
relationships.
This change of the paradigm in science is vital to our future. Humanity needs to
develop a new understanding of life in the universe.
Now the joint technological capabilities have reached a point that threatens the end
of human history: ethics in science has never been so important.
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Three days of full immersion in debates and exchanges, hosted in one of the
most beautiful regions of Italy, its “green heart”, Umbria.
Scientists, engineers, medical doctors, economists and educators of
international renown, recognized for their commitment for common good, have
been invited to give the possible answers to the following questions.
Learn more here.

FAQ: How Do I Access the Full Archive of Subscriber
Content?

Solari Report subscriber content is located on two URLs:
home.solari.com
You can access your subscriber content by logging in at home.solari.com
Everything we have published during the last year (growing to two years) is on this
URL.
Each Solari Report has a commentary, containing description, an introductory video
excerpt and audio files and transcripts.
You can access all these materials from the Navigation Bar under Solari Report or
main sections on the home page: Weekly Interviews, Money & Markets Commentary,
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Quarterly and Annual Wrap Ups.
For quick access you can pull up a table of all audios and transcripts by clicking on
the graphic of a microphone at the top of the page. That will give you a link to the
commentary, audio files and transcripts.
Each Quarterly and Annual Wrap Up comes with a web presentation which is
completed first, transcripts for individual parts and then a full graphic PDF treatment,
flip book and hard copy which are published after we have produced the individual
sections in audio form with web presentation and transcripts. Subscribers who sign
up for the digital + print subscription automatically receive the hard copy. Subscribers
who are signed up for digital can purchase hard copies at the Solari Store.
If you are new subscriber, you will want to check out Core Concepts (See right hand
lower corner on the home page). This will help you access some of the ideas and
terms we use at the Solari Report.
Continue reading here.

Highlights from Last Week - We Are All Targeted
Individuals Now with Dr. Katherine Horton
August 1 was Swiss National Day. I celebrated by having a long lunch in my favorite
cafe in Zurich with Dr. Katherine Horton – someone I have wanted to meet for quite a
while. Then we took a cruise around Lake Zurich, followed by dinner with a
colleague. High on our list of topics for the fascinating all-day discussion was how to
integrate our knowledge for this presentation for you.
Dr Horton is a particle physicist and systems analyst with a master’s degree in
physics and a doctorate in particle physics from the University of Oxford.
Dr. Horton worked as a high energy physicist on the particle collider at the German
Electron-synchrotron DESY in Hamburg, Germany, and on the Large Hadron Collider
at CERN in Geneva Switzerland. She taught nuclear physics and particle physics at
Hertford College, University of Oxford, conducted admissions interviews for
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undergraduate physics at St Hilda’s College, Oxford, and was a research fellow at St
John’s College, Oxford, a position that allowed her to expand her research into
medical physics and the physics of complex human systems.
In 2011, during her research fellowship at St John’s College, Oxford, Dr. Horton
became the overt target of the intelligence services. What began as overt
surveillance became intrusive harassment that morphed into unmistakable crime
through related networks.
As a result of her experience as “a targeted individual” or “TI,” Dr. Horton began to
organize with other TIs to build a more scientific understanding of the phenomenon,
to put a stop to these activities and to warn a wider audience of the covert
technologies and networks that significantly threaten the entire population of the
world.
You can learn more about and support her work at her website STOP 007 and from
her new video-streaming show Global Crime Fighters, which is available in both
English and German.
I have dealt with some of these technologies and networks, particularly during the
Hamilton Securities litigation with the U.S. Department of Justice from 1996-2006.
This litigation happened shortly after the Department had entered into a
Memorandum of Understanding with the Department of Defense regarding
experimentation and testing of “non-lethal weapons” for domestic application.
Based on my personal experience and research, particularly on how digital
surveillance and technology is used to exploit individuals financially, I believe there
are 325 million TIs in America divided into two groups – those who know we are
targeted and those who do not.
The phenomenon is not limited to America. It is intertwined with organized crime,
mercenaries and intelligence services throughout the NATO area and the rest of the
world. It goes to the very heart of whether the people who run our society are subject
to the law or not. Targeting forces represent the shock troops that allow those in
charge to get away with secrecy and crimes ranging from financial coup d’etat to
murder. The targeting phenomenon goes to the heart of the tactics that have allowed
central management and control of financial markets and geopolitics.
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Dr. Horton is going to join me for our next interview to discuss the TI phenomenon.
Topics on our list to cover include gang-stalking, directed energy weapon attacks,
non-consensual implanting, neurotechnology, asset-stripping, intel crime, secret
societies, and genocide. We will discuss we can do to avoid and manage targeting
and how concerned citizens can build resilient systems to support the rule of law.
See it here or Subscribe

About The Solari Report
A weekly 1-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized experts, The
Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and financial
climates while building your wealth.
Learn more and subscribe here.
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objectives, and risks before rendering an opinion as to the appropriate investment strategy.
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